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chromosphere gases. Now we can hardly assume that. these gaseS 
really do not eniit any light; the question is only, in what cases 
and how far the inten~ity of the true chromospberic emission is compar
able with the intensity of the abnormally refracted photosphere light. 

Perhaps the photographs obtaÏlied by our expedition are' acciden
tally so extremely fit to show the part played by anomalous dispersion 
in causing chromosphere Jight, thaj they induce one to overestimate 
the impûrtance of the new principle .. 

lt would therèfore. be very intcresting if the, plates of other 
expeditions werealso studied from this point of view. 

, 
Mathematics. - "Oonsiclel'ations in reference to a configumtion of 

SEGRE". By Prof. P. H. SCHOUTE (first part). 

1. In a. treatise published in 1888 "SulIe varietà cubiche 
dello spazio a quattro dimensioni, ecc" (Memorie di Torino) 
Dr. C. SEGRE proved th~. following remarkable theorem: . 

The locus of the right lines cutting anyfour planes 
as su m e din th esp ace 84 i s a cu r v e d spa c e 0 f 0 r der 
three containing besides these four planes eleven 
planes more; one of these el even new planes is inter
secte,d by all the right lines cuttingthe four giv~n 
planes. The fifteen planes pass six by six through 
o n e '0 f . ten p 0 int s, wh i c har e d 0 u bIe p 0 int sof th e 
c u bic loc u s. 
If we eaU the four given planes èt;(3,r,o alld if we 

denote by a' tbe ,plane through the three points of 
iutersection (rcY), (cY(3), «(1r), by (j' the plane through the 
three points of intersection (cYa), (ar), (rcY), etc., then 'the 
f 0 u r po int s .. ,0 fin ter sec ti 0 n. I i e in 0 n e a n d th e s à m e 
spa c e E a n d th e f i v e plan esf 0 r m s u eh a q u int u pI e, . 
t h a tea c h r i g h t Ij nee n t tin g f 0 u r 0 f t hes epI a nes, al s 0 

cut s th e fi ft h. 
In a, study also pubJished in 1888 "Alcune considerazioni 

elementari sull' inoidenza dirette epiani nello spazio 
a quattro' dimensioni" (Rencliconti del circolo matematico di 
Palm'mo, vol. .2, pages· 45-52) the same writer gives a. rather 
simple geometrical proof of· tbe second part of this theorem, and 
theQ ascends to the configuration mentioned in the firsj, part hy the 
indication tbat the ten points spoken of are tbe points of intersection 
of the .five plimes. a, (3, r, cY, IJ two by two and the ten new planes 
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are deduced out of the triplets of these five planes as a' out of 
«(ira), etc. 

In the followin!; pages we will submit the configuration of SEGRE 

to a simple analytical investigation. For this let us consider the 
dualistically opposite figure of fifteen lines and ten three-dimensional 
spaces. 

2. If we begin with the second part of the theorom, then we 
have to deal with the figure consisting of eight lines 

oorresponding in this respect with the wellknown double six of 
SCHL.A.FLI, that each of these eig'ht lines intersects only those three 
of the remaining ones, corresponding with them neither in let tor 
nor in index. We suppose the four given right lines al' a2' -as. a4 
to be given in 84 in such a way that among the six connecting 
spaces (aJ a2)' ••• (as a4,) there are not three having ft plane in 
common. And bI is th en again the line of interl:.ection of the three 
spaces (as a4)' (a4 a2), (a2 as), etc, To this figure which in a previous 
study we considered as the basis of a particular net of quadratic 
curved spaces we therefore gave the name of "double four" ("E in 
besonderer Bündel von dreidimensionalen Räumen 
zweiter Ordnung im Raum von vier Dimensionen", 
Jah1'esbericht der Deutschen Mathematilce1'- Vel'einigung, vol. 9, pages 
103-114), 

If we consider t4e spaces (al as) and (a2 a4), it is immediately evident 
that each of these spaces contains four of the eight lines of the 
double four and that this is therefore broken up into the two skew 
quadrilaterals 

of which the sides written here under each other meet each other 
in four points of the plane of intersection of the spaces (al as) and 
(a2 a4)' If to begin with we draw only the first of those skew 
quadrilaterals (fig. 1), then it is clear that the lines PI P2 and Ps P4, 
connecting those points in which tbe pairs of sides (al! b2) and (as, b4) 
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are intersected by this plane, will meet each other on the line of 
intersection l of the pIanes (a] b2) and (as b",). In Iike manner the 
line of intersection m (fig. 2) of the planes (bI a2) and (bs a",) passes 
through the point of intersection 0 of p] P2 and Ps P",. 

o 
Fig. 1. Fig 2. 

If we now indicate the two skew quadrilaterals according to the 
vertices in the way pointed out in fig. 2 by QI Q2 Qs Q", and Rl R2 R3 R.j, 
and if PI2! PS",! QIS! RlS represent the pomts .separating 0 harmoni~ 
cally from the pairs of points (PI' P2), (Ps, P",)! (QI' Qs), (Rl' Rs), it 
IS easy to see that 

are four triplets of points on a right line, 

(P12 Ps", Q2 Q", QIS)' (P12 Ps", R2 R", RIS) 

two quintuples of points in a plane and that 

are eight points of a same space. We now choose the Rve-ceIl of 
which 0 is a vertex, the four lines PI P2' PSP"" QI QSI Rl Rs are the 
edges passing through tbis point and the space just found is the 
side-space situated opposite 0, as five-cell of coordinates; th is has 
the five points 0, P12, Ps"" QIS' RIS as vertices. By assuming the 
point of intersection of the four spaces 
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as point of unity of. the homogeneous system of coordinates aud by 
following for the rest the notation of fig. 2 weobtain the following 
table of proportions of coordinates of the points the knowledge of -yvhich 
is sufficient for the defermination ot the equations of the lines of 
the double four: 

PI ... ( 1, 0,0,0, 1) , QI -. .. (0,0, 1, O,}) , 

P2 ••• (-1, :0,0,0,1), Qs ~ •• (0,0,-1, 0,1) , 

Ps •.• ( 0, -1, 0,0, 1) , Rl ... (0,0, . OL 1, 1) , . 

P4 ••• ( 0, 1,0,0,1) , Rs ... (0,0, 0,-1,1) . 

80 tbe equations of the two quadruples of lines are 

So the eqtiations of the spaces (ai bi), i = 1,2,3,4, through the 
opposite sides of the double four are 

and these four spaces have evidently the right line 

m common. 
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It remains to be proved that the relation bet ween the five lines, 
'obtained by adding this new line a5 to the four given lines a is 

mutual in sneh asense, that all quadruples of. which a5 is a line 
lead back in the indicated way to the fifth lineo 

We prove this for the quadruple al a2 a:i a5' andfor this complete 
this to the double four, ' , 

and then verify that the four spaces (~l Cl)' (a2 (2), (ag Cs), (a5 04,) 

have the line a4 in commono 
The lines ,Cl' C2' Cs' as, the linea of intersection of the triplets 

of spaces 

(a2 as) •• 0 0 
=0 

(as a5) 0, 0 0 • - Xl + .112 ,- li's + X4 + 11'5 = 0 

(al as) 0 0 • 0 ~~ Xl' + X2 + Xs - X4 + X5 = 0 

=0 

, ' 
, ' 

(al a2) •• 0 • - 311 -a'2 + 31s + 314, + 1V5 = 0 

are. then represented by the equations ' 

Cs •••• , Xl = Xs 

( .... ~, 

( ." . 's, 
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=0 

=0 

really pass through the Hne a4 with the equations 

If we complete in the same way the remaining quadruples to 
double fours out of the five lines a according to the notation 

then it is also evident that the spaces 

We then find for the right lines dlt d2! el the equations 

a's = 0, $4 = 0 ) 

a'1 = 0 \ ' 

al5 = 0 J 

by which the equations of the fifteen lines have been indicated. 
By this we are now able to point out which of the fifteen lines 

intersect each other; it is evident that each of thc fifteen lines cuts 
six of the remaiuing fourteen according to the following tabie: 
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al b2 bs b4 C2 Cs d 2 bI a2 as a4 c2 Cs d 2 C2 al as a5 bI bs dl 

a2 bI bs 04. cl Cs dl b2 al as a4 Cl Cs dl Cs al a2 a5 bI b2 el 

as bI b2 b4 cl c2 el bs al a2 a4 Cl ()2 el dl a2 a4 a5 b2 b4 ()2 

a4 bI b2 bs dl d 2 el b4 al a2 as dl d 2 el d2 al a4. a5 bI b4 cl 

a5 Cl C2 Cs dl à2 el Cl a2 as a5 b2 bs d 2 el as a4 a5 bs b4 Cs 

From this it is easy to deduce th at the fifteen lines are situated 
six by six in ten spaces of which four pass through each 1ine, 
according' to the following tabie: 

al a2 bs b4 Cs el as a4 bI b2 Cs el 

al as b2 b4 ()2 dl al a5 bI c2 dl d2 

al a4 62 bs Cl d 2 a2 a5 b2 Cl dl d 2 

a2 as bI b4 Cl d 2 as as bs Cl C2 el 

a2 a4 bI bs ()2 dl a4 a5 b4 dl d2 el 

As follows from the first table each of these sextuples of right 
lines consists of two triplets of generatrices of the two systems of 
rays lying on the same quadratic surface. 

With this the configuration of SEGRE is found back analytically. 
We now point to another particularity which will soon be of 

service. Out of the first table follows that the fifteen triplets 

consist of three lines intersecting' each other two by two. The 
question whether the thl'ee lines of a triplet lie in a same p1ane, 
pass through a same point or show both particularities of situation 
is analytically easy to answer. We immediately find that the lines 
of a triplet always pass throngh a same point but never lie in a 
same plane. So we find fifteen new points connected with the 
configuratioll alld in accorda,nce with this fifteen "spaces through 
three 1 in es." 
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If the 15 "points in three lines" and the 45 "planes through 
two lines" are considered as Farts of the configuration, we then 
find that each of the points lies in three lines, in fifteen planes and 

in seven spaces, eaeh of the hnes 
lies in six plan es and in three spaces 
and each of the planes lies in three 
spaces, whilst reversely each of 
the lines passes through three 
points, each of the planes passes 
through five points and through 

Fig. 3. two lines, each of the spaces passes 
through seven points, through three lines and tbrough nine planes. 
This all is given summarily in tbe symbol 

Cf. (15, 3, 15,7 I 3, 15. 6, 3 I 5, 2, 4ö, 3 I 7, 3, 9, 15), 

hy which we represent the configuration extended in this way. 
For clearness' sake we assem bIe in fig. 3 the elements of the 

configuration lying in the space (al a2)i the nine lines not lying in 
it are represented by their points of intersection. 

3. The Sfteen fannd lines are written as follows in the form of 
a determinant which with respect to a diagonal, here the diagonal 
of the missing elements, is symmetrie 

tlJ. I a2 I as I a4 j a5 I 
-

Ó, I ó2 I 
bd I b4 I I a5 

Cl j ~ I Ca I I 
b4 I 

a 4 

eh I ~ I I Ca I bJ I aa 

Cl I I 
a2 I C2 I b2 I a2 

I Cl I al I Cl I bl I al 

and the following Jaws are proved: 
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1°. If we state that the five lmes among which the relation of the 
five lines a exists, are conjugate to each other, then each row or 
each column of the determinant eontains five eonjugate lines. 

2°. Each of these six quintuples of conjugate lines leads back 
to the fifteen lines, if we search for the lines of intel'section of the 
ten spaces through the lines of the quintuples two by two. 

3°. Every two rows 01' two columns of the determinant furnish 
a double four af ter omission of the two elements of which the 
corresponding ones are wanting. 

The proof for the fhst law is immediately given. If we con neet 
with the frrst row one of the othE'rs, say the fourth, it follows from 
the definition of the last mel'ely, that 

is a double four and that the four spaces (dl al), (d2 a2)' (cs a4,), (bs a5) 
interseet each other according to a right line, whwh must be as, 
the five lines a being conjugate j so the five linea of the fourth row 
are also eonjugate. 

The second law is immediately proved out of the seeond of the 
two tcl.bles. And the third follows out of the first tabIe, wh en in 
connection with the aboye-named determinaut we reduce th;s to tho 
observation that two of the fifteen lines interseet eaeh other when 
they belong nowhele in the determinant to the same row or the 
same column. The word "nowhere" inserted here refers to the eir
cum stance, that eaeh line appears twie('. So taken all together the 
system of the fifteen lines eontains fi.fteen double fours; eaeh of these 
we ean eaU in the configuration opposite to the right line, whieh 
is the seetion of~the four spaees passing through the opposite elements 
of the double four. 

The analytical representation of the fifteen right lines as weU as 
the notation of the determinant leaves still something to be desired. 
In one as weU as the other the eireumstanee that four of the fifteen 
lines a are brought to the foreground harms the regularity. Firstly 
we shall now try to improve the notation of the determinant. 

Starting from the five lines a the other ten lines are found as 
common transversals of the triplets to be formed out of those .live 
lines. This leads to the idea of representing all lines by a, where 
the original lines a retain their index for the present, eaeh of the 

14 
ProceedlDgs Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. IV. 
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remaining linea how~ver ia tobe indicateii. hy an a with two in~ices 
derived from those two of .the oi:iginal quintuple which does not 
. cut it. Then the ten lines 

bI , bil. , . bs , " b4 , Cl , Cs . , Cs ':" dl , dil. , . el 

become 

al5 , a25 , aS5 , . a45 , au, , a24 ., aS4 , alS , ····a23 • al2 • 

If moreover we add to each of the lines of' the original quintuple 
the index 6 and if we allow ai,k to. be written ak,i, then the previous 
d~terminant passes af ter a quarter of rotation into the entirely 
regular form: '. '.' 

'I· a l2 I au I a l4 I a
l5 

. I ,aiS 

au I ' I a:s I . a 24 I a25 I a 2R 

aSI 'I a S2 I I a B4 I ~ aS5 I aBS 

. a
41 I a 411 I a4S I I a 45 I a 4G 

a51 ! a 52 I a
53 ! 

a 54 I I allG 

aOI I a 02 I a
o3 ,! 

a 64 I a 05 I 

. In this 'entirely regular notation two different lines a cross or 
intersect eachother according to their having an' index incommon 

. or not. . In the· first place we of course think here of the fifteen 
linea of the three-dimensional space which are left whenfroln' the 
,27 right lines of a cubic surfacea double six is set aside; for, these 
lines behave in regard. to the crossingand. cutting ~n. quite' the 
same way with corresponding notation~ However,we must not lose 
sightof the fact, that in the configuration three lines cutting' each 
other two by .two pass ·throtigh a point without lying ina' plane, 
whilst with an arbitl'ary sUl'face of order three' they lie in a plane 
without. passing througha point. Ifhowever we polarize thè surface 
óf order three to a sUl'face of class three, for in stance withreapect 
to . a sp~ere lying in the same space, then the 27 right lines,bearers 
of, points~.and of double. tangent planes, pass'into 27 rightlines, 
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bearers of tangent planes. and duuble points, whilst·· each double six 
of. the surface of order three tratisforms itself into a double six of 
the surface of class three. In the second plaoe' - and with more 
right - we see therefore in the notation with tw~ indices applied 
above to .the lines of the configuràtion the notation of the fifteen lines 
of three~diinensional space forming with a double six the 27 right 
lines'of 'a surf ace of cIass. three. . ..". . 

If we project thefifteen rightlines of theconfiguration out of 
any point P, neither with two crossing lines of the fifteen in the 
same space Dor with twocutting lines of thc fiiteen in the same 
plane, ," on any 'space Ss not contltining this pointP, we then have 
in Ss flfteen lines a'kl, which are really bearers 'of tangent planes 
of a single surface of class three~ By polarization of a wellknown 
'proof we find namely, that the lines ",. 

a'I2 
' , 

; aS4. a'SG 
.. ,' 
a 4.5 a'61 a'2B 

, . 
aS6 a'25 a'I4.· 

, . 

as the. lines eonnecting two' triplets of points representi~g degeJier~ 
ated: surfaces of cl~ss three form the' developable surface' degenerated 
into nine pencilsof planes enveloping a tangéntial pencil of surfaces 
of class three. ,And now the surface b~longing. to that tangéntial 
penciltouching ,atl the same time' the' plane passing through a'IS 
and a'24.· has with each of' the' 'six pencils of planes round thé 
remaining liries" 

, . . ' 

four plan~s in common, so that' this surface has all· thefifteen 
lines a'kl as bearërs of tangent planes. 

But thissame surface of class three' is moreover connected, in a, 
simplè mannei' with the' sextuples of the conjugate line"S which in 
futurewe shall. briefly indicate by the ,sig!). (vi),where i stands for 
the common index of the lines .• For, ·this surface contains besides 
the fifteen linesa'·· Eltill twelve lines forming a double six. A.nd if 
we indicate this double six in connection with these lines a' in the 
manner customary with. the surface of order or class three by 

14* 
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then each pair of opposite elements bz , Cz meets the lines of the 
conjugate quintuple (VI), from which ensues that the pairs of 
planes (Pbi) , (PCI) do so likewise. So we have proved the following 
theorem: 

Through any point P two planes /h ri pass cutting 
the lines of the conjugate quintuple (vz). The six pairs 
of planes (3" ri, (i= 1,2, ... 6), and the fifteen planes 
connecting P with tbe lines of the configuration are 
cut by an arbitrary space not passing through P accor
din g tot h e 2 7 ri g h t li n es 0 f a sa mes u rf ace 0 f cl a s s 
three. 

Of the lines cutting four arbitrary plan es al' a2' as, a4 given in 
84 two lie in an arbitrary space S's; for this space cuts the four 
given planes according to four crossing lines, which admit of two 
common transversals. By dualistic reversion it ensues from this, 
that through an arbitrary point P two plan es pass cutting any 
four given lines al! a2' as, a4' And then the above mentioned 
theorem teaches us that the connection among the five conjugate 
lines ai is also expressed by the circumstance, that each plane cutting 
four of the five lines also cuts the fifth. This charactel'istic property 
forms the starting point of Dr. SEGRE'S considerations. 

In the second part of this communication will be indicated how 
the analytical representation of the fifteen plan es can be simplified; 
so I will have occasion to show the relation of my results to two 
studies of Dr. G. CASTELNUOVO, of the existence of which I was 
not nware in tbe moment this first part was passing through the press. 

Chemistry. - Professor LOBRY DE BRUYN presents a dissertation 

from Dr. N. SCHOORL and a communication on: "Urea deri

vatives (carbamides) of sugars". Il. 

In continuation of the first communication (see report of 29 Dec. 
1900) the following has been taken from the said dissertation. 

The method of determining the molecular weigkt by means of the 
increase in the boiling point gave unsatisfactory results with glucose
ureïde because, as was shown afterwards, this is decomposed by 


